Introduction

Data Reduction

The Debian Astro Pure Blend provides more than 300
astronomy related packages. The first version was
delivered with the release of Debian 9 “Stretch” in
2017. All packages are installable from the regular
Debian distribution without external requirements or
non-official repositories. The packages are Open
Source as defined by the Debian Free Software Guidelines. Most packages are maintained within the Debian
Astro Team.
In coordination with upstream, the packages are carefully adjusted to perfectly work together in the Debian
ecosystem.

Data reduction software in Debian Astro covers a wide range of general tools, including
the Astromatic software collection (i.e.
SourceExtractor, SWarp, PSFEx), Gnuastro, the
Montage toolkit and astrometry.net.
Software to reduce data from the ESO VLT instruments (MUSE, KMOS, VIMOS, …) is also included.

Radio Astronomy
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Python and Jupyter Notebooks

Virtual Observatory

Astropy is the community developed fundamental package for astronomy in Python. It is
accompanied by a number of affiliated
packages which cover a wide range of astronomical
disciplines. Important packages are astroML, Astroquery, poliastro, Gammapy, galpy.
SunPy is a community-developed solar data
analysis environment for Python.
Jupyter Notebooks are a great tool for interactive
data analysis, combining human-readable
documents, analysis code, and the computed
results (figures, tables etc.).

TOPCAT is a very powerful graphical tool to
view and manipulate catalogs and other
ta-bular data. It is complemented by the
command line tool STILTS. Both may operate over
the network using VO standards.
Aladin is an interactive sky atlas for
astronomical images or full surveys, and
interactively access related data and information
from the Virtual Observatory.
From Python, VO server may be queried with PyVO.

Legacy Applications

Base Libraries
In addition to Python modules, Debian Astro
comes with all important libraries, like cfitsio,
wcslib, wcstools, HEALPix, AST, PAL for C/C++, or
libfits, Starjava, STIL and CDS libraries for Java.

Viewers
The range of available viewers from astronomical data includes a wide range of powerful modern tools like Glueviz, yt, or Ginga.
But also traditional software packages like
SAOImageDS9, fv, or SkyCat are included.

A number of applications and libraries are
included to support radio astronomy. These
include casacore, AOFlagger, PURIFY,
WSClean, cassbeam, and others.
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Many workflows still require traditional software.
IRAF is the traditional workhorse for data
reduction in astronomy. Although more than
30 years old, there are still applications using it. Several external packages are also available,
like sptable, rvsao or fitsutils. As an alternative
user interface PyRAF may be used.
MIDAS is a software that was developed by
ESO to provide general tools for image processing and data reduction.
GDL is a drop-in replacement for the commercial IDL. The astrolib and other IDL
packages are also available.

Installation
Since the Debian Astro Pure Blend is an integral part
of Debian, all packages can be simply installed with
apt install package in a plain Debian installation.

Package Integration and QA
The packages are automatically built on all 24
official and unofficial Debian platforms. Package
dependencies are automatically tracked and
packages are rebuilt when needed, which enables
reproducible research or data-products. Most of the
packages feature build time tests as well as
continious integration tests that are run on each
update of a dependency.
Additionally, build time and integration tests are executed in Ubuntu to ensure the packages are working correctly there. The feedback from these tests is
used to improve the packages as well.
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Contributions
Debian Astro is developed in an open, transparent
fashion. We appreciate contributions of any type:
• Feedback and discussion on our mailing list,
• Bug fixes, patches, and bug reports,
• Packaging of missing software.
Contact us via debian-astro@lists.debian.org.

also included in
Ubuntu • Mint
Devuan • Raspbian

The Debian Astro Team

Web page:

The team was founded in 2014. The packaging happens in Git repositories on the Debian Gitlab server
https://salsa.debian.org. Currently, 27 people
signed up for working on Debian Astro, with 13
active uploaders. The primary forum is our mailing
list. Debian Astro also includes packages from other
Debian teams, like the Debian Science team, the
Debian Edu team, or the Debian Python team.
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